Agritourism

Hay Ride Passenger Safety

Least Protection

1. Loading without steps; seating on wagon surface; some passengers standing or sitting with legs dangling over the side; no passenger directions given.

2. Loading by bales of straw as steps without a handrail; seating on bales of straw or wagon floor; some passengers seated within wagon perimeter, with some passengers seated with legs dangling over the side; no passenger directions given.

3. Loading by sturdy portable steps without handrail; some passengers have a designated seat, others are seated on the wagon floor, all passengers within wagon perimeter; no passenger directions given.

4. Loading by sturdy portable steps with handrail; each passenger has individually designated seat within wagon perimeter; passenger directions given by driver.

5. Loading from wagon-level permanent platform with handrail; each passenger has individually designated seat within wagon perimeter; passenger directions given by driver.

Most Protection

---
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